
RECORD INFORMATIONS 
Re 0201 

SIDE 1 
BLITZOIDS Pupcenc (Blitzoids) 
UR Imperialism of the Future (Ur) 
KAISER, MAXYMENKO, FRISELL 

The Same Thing (Dixon) 

IVA BHTOVA & PAVEL FAJT The 

Wedding 

ANTHONY MOORE Plains of Hungary 

(Moore) 

SIDE 2 

JOHN OSWALD Parade (Oswald) 

JOSEPH RACAILLE Pegase (Racaille) 

THIS HEAT Nivelles (This Heat) 

THE ACCORDION CLUB The Egg & 

I (Thomasl Fier); Ie Happened To Me 

(Thomas). 


BLITZOIDS (USA) 
Puptent 

Steve DeChiara: Bass, etL 
Jim Nickels: vocals, etc. .: _ ll." ..... -w. _"' .'~"'" 

Chris DeChiara: Guitars . etc. • __ ~~ .....""r•.. .'t .••.~~• .. i :". 

Written, recorded , mixed, mastered, &c., by the Blitzoids 

at Looney Tunes, Lombard, II. October 1986. 

Other recordings: Stealing from Helpless Children due for 

release April 1987 on Mook Records; Flexi-disc featuring 

two songs from the LP (The Beard of Percy & Lobotomy) 

distributed to subscribers of Soundchoice (March! April·.....·c::az;WI'! 

issue); The Blitzoids Cassette Sampler, released November 

1986 (100 copies only) . Fire on the Mountain, a traditional 

bluegrass fiddle tune ('sort of a mutant square dance') 

contributed to Ralph Records 'Potatoes' compilation (due 

for release February 1987). 


'Our songs are usually written by group improvisation 
and editing until we come up with something we Iike._
Sometimes the basic idea is preconceived by one of us and :.L~ 
we all work with it until it takes on its own shape. Our basic 
idea is to work as a collective. Our songs really only exist 
on tape .. . We treat Jive performances as a separate event. 
Since we rarely perform live, we try to make each 
performance unique.' 
Contact clo Chris Dechiara, PO Box 1421, Lisle, 11.60532 
USA 

UR (Sweden) 
Imperialism of the Future 

Based in Linkoping, Sweden, Ur has been in existence 
Lars Jonsson: percussion, strings, singing since 1981. Our activity since has not been steady and 
Johan Hedren: keyboards continuous. Reflecting the dynamics and variation in the 
Mats Paulsson: bass guitar, guitar, bass pedals music, the creativity has evolved and decreased periodic
Recorded and produced by Lars Jonsson , Jur,e 1986 at the ally. Sometimes concepts from Ur have been developed in 
Forest Studio, Skog Skattegard. The text was developed other constellations and contexts (e .g. Lachell 's Music for the 
from a thought of the Swedish author Lars Gyllensten: Our Dying Forest) . Most of the concerts have been totally 
generation's destruction of living and growing nature is an improvised in contradiction to our studio work, which is 
imperialism of the future. more compositional. But in the studio, improvisation is still 
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the base and starting point. Future plans include further concerts entitled 'Organic 
Other music by Ur: Organic Soundscape Music 2 cassette Soundscape Music'. This project, started in 1982, pursues 
(BAR 8401); J. Lachen (Lars Jonsson) Music for the Dying the idea of performing improvised music in different 
Forest LP (BAR 8503); Anna Gram - Kollaps eller karlek 'environments', giving the special surrounding place an 
(BAR 8602) . active part in the musical product. For these performances 
Contact: clo Bauta Records, Skog Skattegard, 590 54 Ur is often expanded with other musicians. Ur are also 
Sturefors, Sweden. recording for a cassette release later in 1987. 

HENRY KAISER, MICHAEL MAXY
MENKO, BILL FRISELL (USA/ Sweden) 
The Same Thing 
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• ~ r- Henry Kaiser: Electric Guitar 
--.::... Bill Frisell : Electric Guitar 

~ Michael Maxymenko: Drums 
An improvisation based on the Muddy Waters song, made 
at the end of Mr Frisell's solo set, when he opened for Crazy 
Backwards Alphabet at the Vancouver Jazz Festivdl, June 23, 
1986. Recorded live from the PA mixing desk. 
Kaiser and Maxymenko are two members of CBA (others 
are Andy West, bass & John French, drums). They are 
currently touring. An LP is due in March with half hPnch, 
half Maxymenko drums. The quartet will record two more 
LPs this year and tour. 
Contact: clo Metalanguage, 2639 Russell St, Berkeley, CA 
94705. 

(Purely In) the by, this track makes ven} interesting listelling in the 	 Henry Kaiser: Aloha (Metalanguage 109) . 
(Maxymenko) : Kraldjursanstalten: Nii iir del aI/va,' (L~.,parlight of Ed Baxter's article in our 0103.) 
Zurr 0). 
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 Svatba 
~ 	 Tak pojd miij miJy 

s/unce uz za obzor zapada 
svatebni priivod uz v u/icich tane f 
uz prvn f blesk svatebni pochod vyhrava 
tak pojd mii j mily 
to noc ien nom patf! 

Tak stroj se miij mily 

uz do kocdru zapfahdm 

s des tem nos viiz vyrozli 

ui svisten im kos k tanci vyhr6vd 

zvfi'ata v maskach se ve sp6n ku obrae! 


Tok sedej miij mily 

v postroji ui se prose vzpfna 

a svotebcane cekaji 

divot se bude spaUr s /ep ych 

tleskat budou bezruci 

sma t se budou vsich ni nemi 

ton ei t beznozi 


Tok po spes miij miJy 

v sk/epfch kos tela ui se draci pan 

a pfed kosteiem cek6 

dabel s eernou svatoz6i'i 


Pok no svotebnf hosti! } se hodi v m!is6ch zavlni 
vitr ti sperky joko listlf rozfouk6 
z soW cdry a z prstenu kameni 
a z eernych mrakii stirn k zemi vse zive pfikov6 

Tak pojd muj mi/y 

slunce ui za obzor zapad6 

svatebni pruvod ui v u/icfch tonCi 

ui prvnf blesk svateblli pochod vjhr6v6 

tok pojd muj mily 

to noc ien nom patti. 


Wedding 
So come my dear 
The sun is now dipping below the horizon 
And the wedding procession is dancing in the streets 
A fIrst flash of lightning, the wedding march plays on and on 
So come my dear 

The night belongs to us alone 


So array yourself my dear 

I am harnessing the carriage 

Our coach will set off with the rain 

A hissing of scythes ploys for the dance 

Animals in masks turn over in their sleep 


So be seated my dear 

The pig in harness is rearing up 

The wedding host awaits 

A blind throng will watch 

Handless people clap 

The dumb wil1 al1 laugh 

The legless dance 


So make haste my dear 

Dragons are copulating in the church cellars 

And, waiting before the church. 

The devil in a black halo 


Then at the wedding feast , serpents will writhe in the dishes 

Wind will scatter your jewels like leaves 

Tear your clothes to tatters and the stones from your rings. 

And out of the black clouds a shadow 

Will shackle all living things to the earth. 


So come my dear 

The sun is now dipping below the horizon 

And the wedding procession is dancing in the streets 

A fIrst flash of lightning, the wedding march plays on and on 

So come my dear 

The night belongs to us alone. 


IVA BITTOvA & PAVEL FAJT (CSSR) 
Wedding 

Music: Iva Bittova & Pavel Fajt 
Text: Karel David: 
Iva Bittovci was born in 1958 into a musical family. Her 
father came from Southern Slovakia - northernmost reach 
of Balkan folklore - and was a respected musician who 
played trumpet, double bass and cymbalom in many 
famous folklore groups. Her mother was a singer and 
dancer from Southern Moravia. From the age of three she 
had violin lessons and later went to ballet school. From 15 
she studied at the department of music and drama at Brno 
Conservatory and in 1975 joined one of Czechoslavakia's 
most respected experimental theatres, 'Na Provazku' (On 
the string), in Brno . She is first known as an actress, but as 
well as this she also sings and plays violin. Pavel Fajt was 
originally a civil engineer. In the evenings he played drums 
with one of the best known Brno off-scene bands 'We 
haven't Decided Yet' . They were very uncompromising, 
alternating between irony and sarcasm. They were looking 
for a second singer and asked Iva to join. During rehearsals 
both Iva and Pavel decided to leave and form a duo. Pavel 
became a professional drummer for the Theatre 'Na 
Provazku' . At present they perform mainly as a concert duo 
and only occasionally work with the theatre. There will be 
an EP on Panton Records in February 1987. Both perform, 
with a rhythm section, more ordinary pop under the name 
Kolektiv. Contact: clo Re Quarterly. 
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JOHN OSWALD (Canada) 
Parade (1986) I 

in reference to Erik Sahe's Parade (1917), 
choreography r Mascall. 

keyboard a~'~f!~tt~~~~
guitars: Alex 

sam sample programming: 

alto sax: John Oswald 

baby: Cora Risdal! 

recording of live instruments: Doug J. B 

produced by John Oswald at the Western 

EDAM Dance sound studios, Vancouver, \Alit "".truWTn~"tti ii' I' 


assistance of the music department of the Canada '-V/A~"\-I" 


A pleasure to have John Oswald back with us so soon. H 

own notes for his piece: 

'Parade' is one of those notorious Diaghilev ballets 

second decade of this century . A jaunty score by 

- with the sound of typewriters, gunshots, 

fortune and sirens (added at the suggestion of 

engineer Jean Cocteau) - accompanied the chorp,'Dr"ri'lI:f\1! 

Leonide Massine. A 1986 version of the 1917 

althougRneither a reconstruction, nor even a ballet, 

elements of plot and character gleaned from the 


The curtain opens on a stage carpeted in fog, h 
protruding from which support horizontal, 
figures . A magician enters with his hands on 
opening tableau becomes animated: for the next 
minutes a score of dancers and acrobats spin, flip, fly, 
sustain a rapid succession of geometric progression 
gymnastic interactions, and sleight of hand vignettes. 

The choreography, by Jennifer Mascall, is a creahon 
independent of whatever Massine had done in 1917. 
Dance, unlike music, is (free to interpret its past vaguely, as 
notation of its performance is a rare occurence. The 'Parade' 

roduceable and available, 
on record, with some 

IUI" tn'"Il'i1nit.prn the sound effects. 

existing recorded versions . 
ute piece would thereby be 

further embellished by 
as well as some non related 
fragmented and reassembled 

nnrp()Dr'"n,nic process . The form 

cinematic devices such as 
sets, dialogue, and plot 
the stipulation that the 

are presented 
a freedom to listen . 

potentially transmu ted 
ese unusual contexts.' 

Mystery Tapes etc tact Address: box 727 station P, 
Toronto, Ontario MSS-2Z1, Canada. 
(Note also John's piece on Re Quarterly 0102.) 



JOSEPH RACAILLE (France) 
Pegase 

Michel Derouin: flute 

Christophe Baillot: saxophones and flute 

Joseph Racaille: everything else (piano, guitar, ukulele, 

organ, bass, &c.) 

Arranged by Christophe Baillot and Joseph Racaille . 

Recorded February 1986 at the Frigo Palace. 

Discography: ZNR, Barricades 3 (RR7) - with Hector Zazou; 

ZNR Traite de Mechanique Populaire (SCOPA 10002); Les Flats 

Bleus (RRI6) - with Patrick Portella; 6 petites chansons (RR 

16.5 ep); Dans les yeux bleus on Re Quarterly 0101. 
Contact: 21 ter Rue Haxo, Paris 75020 

THIS HEAT (UK) Nivelles 
Gareth Williams, cassette recorder; Charles Hayward, machine with instant rewind facility. 
percussion; Charles Bullen, guitar. Improvisation recorded Other recordings: This Heat (Piano: This-I), Deceit (Rough 
at Nivelles, 7.3.81. Live sound mixing by Martin Harrison Trade 26), Health & Efficiency ep (Piano/ Rough Trade: this 
and Pete Bullen. Gareth plays a Hitachi mono cassette 1201); Live in Krefeld cassette . This Heat disbanded in 1982. 



DAVID THOMAS & the ACCORDION 
CLUB (USA/UK) 
The Egg & I 
What Happened To Me 

David Thomas - singing 
Alan Dunn - accordion 
Chris Cutler - drums, flotsam 
Produced by Ted de Bono and Phil Ross for BBC Radio 1's 
Saturday Live Show. Engineered by Ted de Bono. Released 
by arrangement with BBC Enterprises Ltd. (p) BBC 1987. 
David Thomas's Projex for 1987 include: 
The Wooden Birds: new lp 'Blame The Messenger' (Rough 
Trade & Twin Tone Records), produced by Chris Cutler, 
features a guitar band format. Players: Tony Maimone, 
Allen Ravenstine, Jim Jones, Chris Cutler and David 
Thomas. Tours in Europe and USA in Spring. 
The Accordion Club: Format is drums, accordion (or 
melodeon) and voice. Players: John Kirkpatrick, Chris 
Cutler, Alan Dunn, Steve Goulding, Lynne Thomas and 
David Thomas - in various groupings. Miscellaneous 
concerts and possibly some recordings. 
Pere Ubu: US tour in October and new lp in February 1988. 
European tour in Spring 1988. 

The Egg & I 

(The Egg thinks he's Christopher Columbus.) 


I had somewhere To Go. 

And it reminded me oj a story long ago, 

A s to ry we're taught in our history books. 

In 1492 ... 

In 1492 .. 

In 1492 What? 

Columbus Sailed The Ocean Blue. 
Columbus Sailed The Ocean Blue. 
That's right. 
Christopher Columbus, Egg. 
That's right. Eg)!,' 
Yeah. 
'Christopher Columbus Egg,' they said. 
'Oh man. Oh man' The world's flat' 
'The world's flat.' 
Christopher Columbus Egg, he said, 
'No man, this table ... 
This table is round.' 
So you know Christopher Columbus Egg started wobbling off 
across that table. 
Salt &- pepper shakers they were saying, 
'Ma n, that table is flat. 

'Be careful of the edge. Look out!' 

The napkins , the knives &- the forks, 

they weren't fooled , hun-unh. No way. 

They were staying home . 

Yeah! They were staying home. 

Christopher Columbus Eg)!" no man , he said, 

'Hey! I got Somewhere To Go. 

'I got Somewhere To Go 

' I go t. . .' 

Sat on a wall had a great fall ... 

Sat on the wall he had a great fan .. 

He sat on the wall he had a great fall . 

Now what has become of the things 

Humpty Dumpty learned? 


Could it have been forgetfulness? 
Could it have been forgetfulnes s? 
Could it have been forgetfulness? 
Isn't it a crying shame that the same things happen over &- over 
&- over &- over again? 
Sat on a wall had a great fall .. 
Sat on a wall he had a great fal1 ... 
He sat on the wall he h ad a grea t fal1! 
No man. 
The Table ... Is round. 
The Table ... Is round.' 
Salt &- pepper shakers thny were saying, 

'No. No man. The table is Flat.' 
Christopher Columbus Egg, he wasn't paying any attention . 
He knew in his heart the table was Round . 
Look out for the edge! 
Look out for the edge!! 
'Aaaaaaaaah! ' 
(splatt) 

The Egg &- I 
cannot deny 
the consequence of being 
... bootless! 

What Happened To Me 

Such a thing (;QuId never happen to me (or to anyone I know) . 
Not 1 
Not me 
At the bottom of the sea . 
Not I 
Not me, 

The Bottom of the Sea: 

So hapless 

&- hopeless, 

A figure of fun, 

Children are pointing, saying, 

'He is the one! ' 

Such a thing could never happen to me (or to anyone 1 know). 


To Pharaoh it did happen ; 

To Harold it did harpen ; 

To the Turks long ago 
They're aJllaid low. 

But Not I! 

Not Me' 

Not the Bottom of the Sea! 

Hapless. 

Hopeless. 

A figure of fun. 

Children are pointing, saying, 

'He is the one" 

Such a thing could never happen to me (or to anyone I know) . 
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Re 0202 Contents: 

Side 1: 5 uu's: In life's hands (D.Kerman); Robert Wyatt: Chairman Mao 
(Haden/Wyatt) 6.19; John French: Yeah Mom (French) 3.47; Arturo Meza: From Suite 
KORADI (Meza) 11.49. 

Side 2: Intellectual Cabaret: Suite (Resume 84-86) (Stevan Kovac Tickmayer) 11.54; 
Jocelyn Robert: Christi Crucifixi Ultima Verba (AnonIRobert) 5.35; Hunk Ai!: Dance 
(Hunk Ai!) 5.22; Henry Kaiser: The Barking Dogs versus the Minimalists (Kaiser) 3.42. 

1 n ~ . i f e I sH a !1 '::! 5 

insp;red b Y O. Sc hrel~er 

w 0 r d s b y D. K e r '!lan 

~ u sic b y 5 u u ' s 

As a man slept he dreamt Life 

stood before him 

he ld out " er hands 

a nd ~ ffered to him two gifts 

a nd said of them 

"Between these two 
y o u !D US t choose II 

On e ha nd was f a l r - lt held the 

gift o f riches 

The o ther , scar r ed, 

c~utched the pain of Freed om 

~he ma n then shrugged 

perpl exed by 

indignation 

The man looked up , then made his 

indicati on 

"The latter choic e 

is best ", he thought with reason 

As Life withdrew 

She sa i d 

"You have well - chosen" 

Life so on returned 

A smile adorned Her face 

"For you t his day 

I bear both gift s 

in one ha nd " 

No man wi thout Fr ee dom 

i 8 s o opu lent 

A n j (> 

Jon Be e Y. baas , 

L y n " J 0 h n a t 0 n : 

D a v i d K e r ~ a n 

C h u c k T u rn e r 
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5 uu's (USA) 
In life's hands 
"The idea from the start has been to involve as many 
people as possible in our creative process, composition, 
and recording. On this particular song we were joined by 
Ken Ando and Lynn Johnson of the Motor Totemist Guild, 
as well as Chuck Turner, who is best known for his work 
with the 70s bubblegum group, The DeFranco Family. The 
confluence of these influences creates quite a few different 
musical emotions during the course of the song. Evidence 
of this can be found in the three solo sections. These 
emotional disparities, made obvious by the fact that each 
player's solo is of a different nature than that of his 
respected style, add to the emotional confusion proclaimed 
by the text and rhythmic scheme." 
Other recordings: Bel Marduk and Tiamat 

Robert Wyatt (UK) 
Chairman Mao 
'My version recorded somewhere in Acton about ten years 
after the original instrumental: from Charlie Haden's 
Chairman Mao (Liberation Music Co. BMI) from the LP Old 
and new dreams (Black Saint Records) featuring Don Cherry, 
Dewey Redman, Charlie Haden, Eddie Blackwell; record
ed ten years ago - 1977 - produced by Giacomo Pellicciotti, 
a nice man who lives in Milan . 

My song version is more a salute to Charlie Haden than 
anything . I was reared on his work with Ornette Coleman, 
but the stuff he's doing now is also crucial: The ballad of the 
fal/en is an essential modern record despite the flaccid 
drumming and typically glacial ECM pakaging. 

Here are my words, probably copyright Liberation 
Music Co . or Rough Trade, I haven't worked all that out 
yet. 

Oh yes, and look out for the original Black Saint LP for 
the lovely playing all round. A beautiful record .' 

An early photograph of a young brave with a price on his head 
Who is celebrating his first defeat 
By clutching at haircutfrom his scalp: the pigtail 
Enter the modern man (like a young brave with a confidentgrin) 
Delilah says, 'Samson , stick this up yours' 
The symbol is clear-cut from his scalp: the long hair 
Is this the missing link? The dreaded locks kept him bound to 
remain unable to avoid the sacrifice : the short back and sides
the closest shave-
The pigtail 

Remember how it's done: 
First you must think yes but then you've begun 
Seemingly retreating. 
The coiling spring is triggered 
to leap farther ahead: 
The Long March. 

Robert Wyatt/Charlie Haden 
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John French (USA) 
Yeah Mom 
- John French: drum kit. 

This is a recording of John French warming up one 
morning in the studio during the recording of a recent 
album with Fred Frith, Henry Kaiser and Richard 
Thompson. John French is probably still better known as 
'Drumbo' and for his classic work with Captain Beefheart 
& the Magic Band, particularly on Trout Mask Replica and 
Lick My Decals Off, Baby - on neither of which is he even 
credited (that's another story) . God knows he deserves the 
credit. 

Arturo Meza (Mexico) 
From Suite Koradi 
Taken from SUITE KORADl . 
- Arturo Meza: keyboards, guitar, voices & percussion. 

'I am intuitive musician. 
My laboaratory is the imagination, the dreams. 
I believe in the music of the spheres.' 
- Arturo Meza 
Recorded at MIDI & AREA STUDIOS, Mexico City, 
August-September 1985. Engineered by Antonio Giner, 
Enrique Castro, Alejandro Gonzales. Composed by Arturo 
Meza. Produced by Arturo Meza and Nora Villarreal. The 
whole Suite is available on cassette from Arturo at 
A VIENDA SIETE #274-6. VERTIZ NARV ARTE. CP 03600 
MEXICO D.F. MEXICO. 

A.Meza 
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Delibasic 

Intellectual Cabaret (Jugoslavia) 
Resumee 84-86 
- stubbornly boring prelude I 
- childish Filibert 
- stubbornly boring prelude II 
- there was a moo cow coming down along the road 
- stubbornly boring prelude III 
- hunger artist 
- and then I praised the dead that have already died 
- stubbornly boring prelude IV 
- headless world 
- stubbornly boring postlude 
All compositions by Stevan Kovac Tickmayer. 
Members of chamber orchestra 'Musica Viva', Novi Sad 
Recorded Novemeber 1986 (Live recording by Radio Novi :j-, 

Sad) 
contact clo: Djordje Delibasic, Bulevar 23 Octo bra 79, 21000 
Novi Sad, Jugoslavia 

Jocelyn Robert (Canada) 
Christi Crucifixi Ultima Verba 
where: The original sounds were taken from a 1959 
recording by Le choeur des Moniales Benedictines du Precieux
Sang from Mt-Laurier, Quebec. The recording was called 
'Polyphonie Gregorienne' and Christi Crucifixi Ultima Verba 
was one of the songs on the LP. 
what: The orignal Christi Crucifixi Ultima Verba was a 16min. 
3 sec. song. I cut the song in three 5:21 parts, which I 
overlayed, having the three parts played simultaneously, 
transforming the 4-voices chant in a shorter but more 
complex polyphonic song. 
why: As you heard, the simultaneous playing of the three 
'parts' does not interfere with our (1987) listening, while 
previous listeners could have been deeeply shocked. I see 
two reasons for that. First, this 'minimal act' (1) brings in 
random harmonies. The gregorian chant was a very 
'controlled' art, while the idea of chance as a 'rule' ·is 
typical of our times (2). Second, our perception of the 
world is more and more a 'mosaic' one, as opposed to the 
past 'linear' one. Each way has its own qualities, allowing 
us to perceive different things. In this cae, we get more 
'harmonic stimuli' in the same time, but the concept of the 
'preciousness' of the 'Ultima Verba' is lost. I probably 
'forced' a gregorian song in a contemporary format to bring 
to light those two ideas (there are other reaons, please find 
yours). It's like at the concert. We can close our eyes to 
concentrate on the sounds, or we can open them to get 
more stimuli, but we cannot do both at the same time. 
(1) see Brian Eno's Pachelbel interpretation on 'Discreet Music' 
(2) see Marcel Duchamp's work, and almost everyting since 
then ... 

contact: Jocelyn Robert, 7 Ste-Famille #3, Quebec Qc, 
Canada G1R 4K7 
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Hunk Ai! (Denmark) 
Dance 
Written by Hunk Ai! 
Recorded at Huset, Arhus, 6 June 1986. 
Engineered by Jens Hvid, Rasmus Lovie Lunding 
Katrine Lerus: voice 
Hennk Jespersen: saxophone 
Morten Lerus: bass 
Rasmus L.Lunding: guitar, guitar samplings 

::c 
(I), Cassben Orfmann: drums 
o 
C contact clo: Rasmus Lovie Lunding, Skolebakken 11, 8000 
III 
~ Arnus C. Denmark 6 201515. 
(I)., 
-< 
G) .... 

"We have existed for about one and a half years, and were 
formed because we wanted to tryout the possibilities of 
making music other than that which is normally available 
on the market in Denmark. Which means that we to some 
extent want to try and play the market, but on our own 
terms. We want to have total control of what's happening 
with our music, even though it means that we maybe limit 
ourselves economically as well as commercially, &c. At the 
end of June '87 the first Hunk Ai! record will be available, 
released on a small Danish label called Olufsen Records . • -
Hunk Ai! will be touring the south of Europe at the end of 
October '87." 

photo: Karsten Krosh . 




Henry Kaiser (USA) 
The Barking Dogs vs. The Minimalists 
- Henry Kaiser: voice. 


"This piece tells the story of what happens when a family 

of dogs who are devotees of Reich, Glass and the like, 

move into a new neighbourhood (much to the resentment 

and vexation of the dogs who have lived there for many 

years). " 

Other recordings include Aloha (Metalanguage) and With 

Friends Like These. 


1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1" 

1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1" 

1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1" 

1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1"1'1" 

Note: Our disc label lists a piece by Robert Matthews, 
which will in fact appear on Re 0203. We apologise for this. 

"SPOT" - the full colour A2 poster taken from 
an original oil painting by Malcolm Gr~en, is 
available for £5,00 + £1.00 p&p from 

24 8anyard Road, 
London SE i6 ;;YA 

Cheques should be made payable to either 
Malcolm Green or Jane Colling. 
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ReR 0203 Contents 


Record 
Informations 

In 1988 The Mystery Laboratory (p rop. 
I Oswald) released a 4-track 12" record , 
Plunderphonics. Since the record could 
well be held to infringe copynght regul
ations it was not sold, only distributed f ree 
to radio stations and various interested 
parties. Money was put up by the Canada 
Council to make thiS possible. Plunder
phonics can be taken In part as a 
provocation: it raises concretely the tortu
ously contradictory stattls 0/ copynght law 
in the global vtllage 0/ accessible stored 
sound; in part it IS (/ /irst 'demonstration 
record' 0/ primary plllnderphonic tech
niques; in part it can rest on its own 
intrinsic aesthetic vallie - which very value 
underlines the now anarchronisiic and 
obstructive ostritchicity 0/ inherited notions 
0/ de jure copyright 

plunderphone: [G pliil/denl goods (to take 
the goods by open force) + Gr phone sound . 
voice ] 
: an unofficial but recognizable musical 
quole < Plunderph onics is a term 
co ined to cover the counter-covert 
world of converted sound and ret ro
fitted music , where collective melodic 
memories of the familiar are mined and 
rehabilitated to a new life. The blatant 
borrowings of the privateers of sound 
are a class distinct from common 
sample pocketing, parroting and tune 
thievery. - J.Oswald C,,'a/<galiIV> 

smEI 
JOHN OSWALD KJangfarbenprobes (Oswald) 2.00; 
MUSCllVENOSTA Warsong (MuscilVenosta) 2.40; 
LUCIANO MARGORANI Redens/Orbiston Parva (Margo
rani) 3.07; TONE DOGS Brave It (Denio) 4.05; 
DAVID MYERS Engine of Myth (Myers); J.GRIGSBY 
Warheads (Grigsby) 5.25. 
SmEll 
KAMPEC DOLORES Tango 3 .46; La 1919 Tra Le Due 
[ngliterre (La 1919) 3.35; GRIGSBYILANER Pageant for 
Blinking Signal (Grigsby) 1.25; J.LACHAN Flaubears 
Dancing (Jonssen) 4 .40; MIRIODOR Moyen-age (Miri
odor) 11.00. 
Record assembled & edited by Chris Cutler; Cut by Tim 
Young at CBS; Pressed at Statetune, Labels: CC., Cover: 
EMT., Printed by Third Step Printworks. 

.~ hear? 

ciJ@ri'Dif!l @~~5;,lL[Q) (Canada) 

KLANGFARBENPROBES episodes excerpt 

(2 .00) 
In contrast to a plethora of the pitch modulating of sounds, 
which is what common samplers do most simply, we at MTLab 
have been experimenting with configuring orchestras consisting 
of instruments which can play only one or 2 pitches per piece. 
The experiments toy with perceiving successions of timbre as 
melody. I grow tired of tunes. The example nearby contains 3 
concurrent orchestras & short episodes where individual 
instruments play successions of pitches. MonophoniC strings or 
tracks are written out and combined in a computer. These 
scores trigger an orchestra loaded into a sampler. As orchestra 
(heard here briefly). subsequent to the 3, is 2.5 octaves of 12 
tones each, equal tempered, every note assigned twice, 
staggered , among 16 instruments. 

There are several stages of tuning the orchestra to the score 
then retuning the score to the orchestra. 

Presently the tuning continues. 
- John Oswald 
Project director 

As well as a fine saxophonist, John Oswald is maestro of the 
extraordinary Mystery Tapes catalogue, obtainable direct from 
the Mystery Laboratory: write for furhter information. 
Discography: 'Mystery Tapes EG ' on REi 0102; 'Parade' on 
REi0201; Plunderphonics EP.Contact: Mystery Laboratory, 
Box 727 Station PToronto M5S 2Z1 Canada. 
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lRl@@~lRllJ'@ ·fll l)1j~©O ~ @O 0 'I:§~'~:RIO 'I:§[g~©~u~ (Italy) 
WARSONG (FOR LOVERS ONLY) 
(2.40) 
Recorded in Milan by Roberto & Giovanni & written by them. 
Over a 'Bordone ' of Prophet 5, there are 2 toy vibes 
overdubbed with low pitch. The sounds of the missiles are taken 
from the TV news (Beirut reportage) . While I try to play the 
electric guitar, Roberto massacres my solos with a ring 
modulator. 

Discography: 

Venosta : Olypmic Signals, RM002 (Italy) 

Musci: The Lua of Music 

MuscilVensota: Water Messages on Desert Sand 

(Recommended Records RR28) 

MusiclVenosta: Urban & Tribal Portraits (ReR37) 

Contact: Giovanni Venosta 

Via Bergognone 5, 20144 Mi lano, Italy. 


IlJJ,-~ . ~ 8G~: :fl~l~QJlF::;" ':,0 (Italy) 
RIDENS/ORBISTON PAR VA 
(3.06) 

Recorded in Luciano's bedroom, April 1987 

Re-mixed and edited in the kitchen, December 1987 

Instruments used: 4-track tape recorder, digital loops, guitar, 

bass, sk1, cz1 01, Francesca's toy, Real-time played Drum

tracks by Piero Chianura. 

This track is part of the 'HOME RECORDING IS KILLING 

STUDIOS' project. 

Luciano Margorani is a member of LA 1919 

Contact: Luciano Margorani , Via Luigi Canonica No.20. 20154 

Milano. Italy. 

Recordings: LP due to be released on AAYA soon. 


Luciano Margarani - photo , Roberta Preti 
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BRAVE IT 
(words &music by Amy Denio) 

Blessed are the meek for they shall inhent 

The Earth as they know a s titch in time saves 

nine 
Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O 

W orth two in the bush wi th Just one stone 

Early to bed & early to rise. don 't let the bed 

bugs bite 
Sleep tight sleep tight (gad damn it I) 

Oh beautiful for spacious skies 

Oh say can you see 

Oh ilttle town of Bethlehem 

O h como oh come Emmanuel 

On the ha irline - think fast 

You might have got a big one 

On the wayside paid down 

Just pave it. brave it darl ing 

Matt Cameron: drums, backing vocals 
Fred Chalenor: fretless bass, hub caps &backing vocals 
Amy Denio: guitars, saxes, lead & backing vocals, hub caps 

A song about childhood/visions of the future. 
Recorded at Dogfish Studio (16-tracks) in Newburg, Oregon. 
Recording Engineer: Drew Canulette 
Mixed at Pace Interactive Technology (dumped to 24-track 
digitally automated system) - Portland, Oregon by Fred 
Chalenor & Amy Denio, Drew Canulette, and Lance Limbocker, 
asst. engineer. 
The Tone Dogs is a collaborative project where ideas are 
introduced in the studio. We have a feeling it will go on for 
years. We hope to do this music live as well. (Once we begin 
to live in the same city!) 
Amy Denio Discography:Spagga!, The Entropics, Popllama 
Products LP, 1987 
No Bones, Amy Denio, c60 cassette, 1986 
Cheap Is Real, Pajama slave Dancers, Pajamarama Records 
LP,1985 
Reality Slam, Reality Slam, First Strike Records LP, 1985 
Spootones, Amy Denio, c60 cassette, 1984 
... appears on cassette compi lations world-wide .. 
Contact: 4554 Thackery Place N.E., Seattle, WA 98105 USA, 
(206)547-1003 

Amy Denio - photo , Roger Schreiber Instruments, stratocaster, 12-string guitar, electric 
boss, saxophone, trap kit, tobias, marching drum, 

extremely miscellaneous percussion , keyboard, 
voice, African koro 



lQl5\'(iO ril MJ\lG:I?J~ (USA) 
ENGINE OF MYTH .. / 
See David's article elsewhere in this issue. 
Discography: Arcane Device: Engine of Myth LP (ReR 35) I 
David Myers describes himself as 'the non-composer's I rill' 
non-composer' and 'a folk artist'. Arcane Device, his mini- '!--+---
company, was formed to explore the aesthetic potentials of "'--+---""1 
varied electro-acoustic and electro-mechanical phenomena. I 
Explorations to date have been released as two seven inch I 
singles (on RRR); a track on the 'Testament' compilation.;.1.....1.......,_...... 
(RRR); a cassette (on Generations Unlimited); and on the LP I 

/'Engine of Myth' ~ReR ~5). _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 

clJ!MIi:i'il~~ @~O@~@'t' (USA) March 10, 1987 at Japan America Theatre, Los Angeles. 
WARHEADS - composition by James Grigsby © 1987 Home in a Tote Sack. 
(5.25) Special Thanks to Kraig Grady (ICA), Charles Buel (ICA), 

- performed by Peter Reutenberg (KUSC), Donald Crockett and the musicians 

The University of Southern California Contemporary Music of the Contemporary Music Ensemble. 

Ensemble: Conductor, Donald Crockett. James Grigsby is a member of Rotary Totemist Guild - see 

- recorded live by Joseph Magee for KUSC-FM radio at a below. Contact: James Grigsby, 3276 Iroquois, Long Beach, 

concert presented by Independent Composers Association on Ca 90808 USA. 


From Rotary Totem HQ ... 
A short discussion of the .usic of Luigi Futl 


and its relation to Motor Totetllis. 


AIKlng the earliest .usical events that can be cited as eXilllples of Motor Totetllis. are the ca.positions of Luigi FutL He is usually 

identified with the Futurist aove.ent in Italy in the early 20th century, but Futi never considered hi.self a .eaber of any 'society 


of c~n thOught'. He did, however, participate in a Futurist concert in 1910 in Bologna in connection with his grOUnd-breaking 


research into infra sound (vibrations lower than the level of audibility). Large speaker horns were constructed to project the 


.usic of Futi to a sllall audience who later ca.plained of stOllaCh pain. Futi redoubled his efforts and designed' infra sy.phonies' 


to explore the possibilities of theSe physiC<lI effects. His vision was to organize bodily reactions to vibration in the SiIIIe 


.anner he used to create audible art Objects. "Why .ust the eOlr be dotlinant in this art of .usic?" Alas, there were never funds 

aliailOlble to realize theSe plans. Infra sound WOlg to be a .inor part of Futi's life's work. 

Luigi Futi was a SOlitary, brooding !lOIn. The society of professional IlUsic was repulsive to hi., Olnd this is surely ~ng the 

fKtors that lead to his obscurity_ There are no current edihons of his scores, and the condition and location of his estate 


are subject to controllersy. Futi died during the chOlos of the early 20's, with no heirs or .usical adherents. 


Editions of two string quartets and SOlIe nu.ber of piano etudes were published prillately between 1910 and 1914, yet his IlUIII!rous 


sy.phonic poetIS and IlUsic-theater concepts are only known through fragllents of drafts and references in Futi's sporadic journal. 


Apparently, he considered his IlUsic to be in a constant state of revision and the division between the syaphonic works is not 


clear_ Still, the etudes, and particularly the quartets, prollide considerable insight into the radiC<lI nature of Futi '5 art. 


The quartets achielle a degree of independence of lIoices rillaling that of Webern, but of Ol different nature. The players are often 


in different .odes (.elodic, rhyt~iC, stylistiC, ... ) and are even asked to play in different types of chairs (high, low, plush, 


wobbly, ... ). But, their coordination is always sensually obllious. Though he achielles a dizzying degree of rhyt~ic ca.plexity, 


there is a parOdOxiC<llly pri.itive quality to both the resultant foraal contour and the ca.ponent durational cel\s_ Melody and 


har.ony are present (in an advanced for.!), though never as an organizational ele.ent. Rather, they are SUbjects for (preda.inantly 


ti.e-based) variation_ Haraony is seen as an ell!llent of orcheStration, in the IIanner of DebusSy, but taken further than Varese, 


alllOSt to the point of Liqeti! Melody is essentially ~l, with a stubborn adherence to the precepts of Renaissance theory. 


Still, the ~ used are unorthodox and contain internal chra.aticis.s of an essentially unanalyzable nature. Other ti.es, .elody 


is not really present, supplanted by a concern for interllallic .otives, as is found in the lUSic of Bach. These aaterials are 


organized with an overriding concern for IlUsiC<lI ti.e. 


Futi had oc~ion to hear so.e of the young Igor Stravinsky'S works, and was i.pressed by the degree of sophistication in his 


rhyt~ic thinking_ In fact, Full 5eI!I5 to have seen the way Strallinsky was unconciously leading the next generation_ The piano 


etudes are full of perllUtations of rhyt~ic cell!!, for which Mi!sgiaen later bec_ known.. The OIIarall for. of the 2nd string 


quartet is in direct relation to the _tric sc'- and its COllponent syntax, pre-dating John Cage's foraal pronoullCl!lll!nts of the 


late 40's. There is ellen lent ion in Futi's journal of the 'gradual unfolding of a rhyt~ic gesture in expanding .usical space'; 


could Steve Reich halle read this? Consider the characteristically Futish coda of his sy.phOnic ~, 'Allor Nothing', with a 


direction for the strings to play '.olto rubato, in direct opposition to the conductor', while the ty_panist is to 'vary the te.po, 


as if periodiC<llly nodding off'. Nanc.1rrow·s sillUltaneous canons of tetllpi are just a step further in the path of Futi. 
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Above: a panel of musicologists analyze one of Luigi Futi's innovative 
'soft'-scores . Below : a realization of a time-based improvisation 
chart, as suggested by Futi in his journal . 
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The variety of Futi ' s artistic vision shOuld not be taken to express a capricious attitude toward c~ltional unity. Instead, 

this variety is an indicator of his personal style. A Futi cOliposition is a collilge of disparate eleEnts, co-existing in a 

Diversity and juxtaposition Sl!etl to be the basis of Futi's .usical langu.. But this tendency rarely 

..anifests itself as rl!9ional 'quotes', in the llanner of Ives. Futi instead COllages such a variety of stylistic sourer.! as to 

render t~ quite difficult to pin down (could Futi really have heard Japanese 9aqaku? African py~ vocalizations? lew Orleans' 

Kid Ory?) , 

If we are correctly interpreting certain journal fril9Ents, Futi was fond of whistling during perforNnces of his .usic. He was 

threatened with physical violence one ti.e when he insisted on whistl ill9 a ff!<tl cents sharp of a hi9h-strung violist! I'. not 

sure if this llakes Futi a pioneer in the art of free-i.provisation, bUt IIOSt certainly puts hi. in the ranks of Satl" as a prototypical 

.usical satirisl, The relalion of Fuli's .usic to teday's Motor Tote.ist theory and practice is clearly borne out in several 
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Top L-R: Motor Totemists Grigsby, Heninger, 
Johnston & Ando in peril; Center: 1/5 UU's 
Kerman serenades at Rotary Totem's carport; 
Bottom : pedaling propaganda. 
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~1}{I~1Nl (Norway) 
UNDER X MAS TREE 
(4 .00) 
- written by Lars Pedersen 
- recorded at Cluster Studio Oslo 
- instruments: keyboards, guitar, percussion , drumtruk, xylo
phone, tapes, prepared toys 
WHEN is primarily a project of Lars Pedersen 's. He has played 
with several Norwegian bands, notably the Norwegian/Polish 
band Holy Toy (5 years). More recently he has worked on music 
for ballet , movie, films and played on other people 's records. 
He plays all kinds of instruments, does tapework and sound 
arrangements . Many of When 's improvisations and ideas are 
made directly in the studio, though initially based on a 
composed basic structure. When 's plans for the near future 
include a new LP and organizing concerts, when we 'd have to 
include a few more members! 
Discography: 
Drowning but learning (Witchwood Records 1987) WIT001 
Death in the blue lake (Witchwood Records 1988) WIT002 
Contact: 
Lars Pedersen 
Lallakroken 10 
02590sl0 2 
Norway 
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0'?0l: ' .~ -" ~ ,:;: c'~~~~J[:?](g~ (Hungary) 
TANGO 
(3.46) 
Kampec is a word of Yiddish origin meaning The end. Dolores 
is Latin for Pain and so Kampec Dolores means The End of 
Pain. A proverb used mainly by the old in Hungary, especially 
when someone dies. 

We began in Budapest in 1984 and went through several 
member changes before becoming who we are now: 
Szinni - guitar, vocals, bass 
Zoltan Szegvari - sax, vocals 
Sandor Matrai - percussion, drums 
Gabi Kenderesi - vocals , violins 
Csaba Hajnoczy - guitar, vocals 

Lenke Szilagyi , photoartist , works with us closely on all 
visuals . 

Csaba was in Control Group, for everyone else Kampec 
Dolores is our first group. 

In January '87 we finished a 10 track demo 'Kampec Dolores ' 
in an independent 8 track studio in Budapest for private 
distribution in Hungary and abroad. In March we played our first 
concert outside Hungary at the Carrot Festival in Warsaw and 
were invited by The Ex to record in Holland in February '88. 

- Kampec Dolores, Budapest, April 12th, '88. 
UK Contact : c/o Nick Hobbs, 46 Spenser Road , London SE24 
OAR 
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l!...'.~ II Iu,;;J (Italy) 
TRA LE DUE INGHILTERRE 
(3.35) 
Piero Chianura: Bass, Drumtracks 
Luciano Margorani: Electric guitar, Digital delay 
with help from 
Fabio Martini: Clarinet 
Angelo Avogadri: Electric guitar noises 

This track consists of two different live recordings of the same 
piece edited together; the first half is from a concert which took 
place in Milano, 12112/1986, the second is from another live 
appearance in Pantigilate, near Milano, 05/29/1987; the two 

pieces were completely improvised. All the recordings were 
made on a REVOX B77-2 track directly from the mixing desk 
and successively re-mastered and edited at home adding 
re-equalisation and reverb. 
Recordings: 
La 1919 'Ars srA' LP (Auf Dem Nil-Recommended Records 
Italia) DMM 005 R 1987 
La 1919/Spontaneo 'L'enorme tragedia' cassette C.30 
(A.D.N.16) 1985 
Contact : Luciano Margorani , Via Lattanzio 11, 20137 Milano. 
Italia 
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U,©~l~"':1 (Sweden) 
FLAUBEARS DANCING 
'Flaubears Dancing' was recorded at 'the forest' (Skog 
Skattegard, Sturefors, Sweden) , July 1987, by J. Lachan . 
Lachan plays all the instruments, which are: drums, clarinet , 
piano, viola and recorders. (There are also some strange 
voices.) 'Flaubears dancing': The artist as a lonely and raging 
bear looking with sorrow and disgust at society - and yet he 's 
caught in his own endless dance among all the other bears. 
He's lost in his vain attempts to move the stars to pity. The 
composer is locked in his own labyrinth. But the music is still 
free outside , beyond the human will-power. 

J. Lachan has earlier recorded the LP 'Music for the dying 
forest' . He has now started working on a second album which 
will - as a counter part to the earlier - be a song for the city (the 
city of decay) . J. Lachan is also a member of the trio Ur Kaos 
(ex . Ur) . They released an LP in September '87 : Ur Kaos . 
Other record ings: 'Songs of the dying forest' LP (BAR 8503) ; 

Organic Soundscape Music 2 cassette (BAR 8401) ; Anna 

Gram - Kollaps eller karlek (BAR8602); 'Imperialism of the 

Future ' on Re0201 . 

Contact: Bauta Records, Box 163, s-581 02 Linbping , Sweden. 
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" I ~; I ..' L:.:,~' (Canada) 
MOYEN-AGE 
(11.00) 

- composed and played by : 

Fran<;ois Emond (synthesizer) 

Pascal Globensky (electric piano) 

Sabin Hudon (saxophones) 

Remi Leclerc (percussion) 


Miriodor was formed in Oct. 1980 by Fran<;ois and Pascal 
and settled into a regular formation by 1983: the 4 above plus 
Denis Robitaille (bass, guitar) and Marc Petitcierc (keyboards) . 
This group released the LP 'Rencontres ' , In October '85 the 4 
above moved from Quebec City to Montreal and recorded a 
cassette 't6t ou tard'. They are now a trio (excluding Fran<;ois 
Emond) and are working on a new repetoire and new LP 
(probably for release by Cuneiform). 'Moyen Age' was recorded 
by the quartert and later Denis Robitaille added some bass and 
guitar. 

It was recorded at home. The saxophones and keyboards 
were sent directly into a PA with both speakers each side of 
the percussion system. Two mikes, in a crossed-position, were 
placed at about 5 feet in front of the drums and sent in a 
domestic cassette deck. That's all. 
Recordings: LP: 'Rencontres '; Cassette : 't6t ou tard '. 
M I RI ODOR encourages correspondance 
Contact: MIRIODOR c/o Remi Leclerc (514) 843-6954 
414 Gilford # 25 , Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2J 1 N2 

• 
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RECORD INFORMATION 
ReR 0204 
CONTENTS 
Side 1 
Expander Des Fortschritts - Todesanzeige 5.40 
Werner Kodytek - Cairo: Khan AI Kaki 8.50 
Increase the Angle - Picasso' s Last Stand 4.15 
Bill Gilonis - All Thumbs 4.06 
Dim Retire - Os 4.12 

Side 2 
Liitz Glandien - Cut 11.45 
Thinking Plague - Organism 8.37 
Jean Derome - USAlIntolerance 1.33 
Jean Derome - ItalylResistance 2.14 
Jean Derome - Ghana/Hope 3.35 
Record assembled & edited by Chris Cutler; Cut by Tim 
Young at CBS; Pressed at Statetune, Labels: CC., Cover: 
EMT., Printed by Third Step Printworks. 

~A<[Fl~[M[Q)~[gl [Q)~~ !F@[glIJ~©[}{][gl~TI~ ~[Q)[Q)[gl»: 

Todesanzeige 

GUERILLA PERSPECTIVE: 
We could do worse than admit one thing: Der Expander des 
Fortschritts are still a risk group and still work according to the 
trial and error principle. Now as before here are dilettanti at 
work, to progress musically means to us: two forward and one 
step back. Even after one and a half years of existence concerts 
are for us leaps into icy water, either we go under or we start 
to swim. But physical exercise is said to be healthy. And 
demands will always grow faster than musicianship. When does 
one arrive at one's own contents? And how? With the next 
song? Perhaps, it makes no difference, perhaps moving is the 
message. A BAND that sticks together is constantly changing. 
Or rather: the point of view of an individual member towards 
the group is rotating, positions will be changed astonishingly 
abruptly and thoroughly. Friends will turn into work-mates and 
vice versa. HE WHO does not want to live in constant fear, 
tackles something, makes plans and pulls off new projects : gets 
hands on new equipment, deals with new topics, takes subject 
matter for the films that run off in his head. Best of all we like 
to be in a studio, - there our ideas are most likely to grow into 
acceptable results . But where to take them from, if not 
misappropriate them? EVERYBODY WHOM we approach 
keeps on approaching us whom we actually want to approach. 
One unanswered question is racking our brains: are we 
confused confusers, turning to scatterbrains? Or do we tour this 
tiny country as an enlightening circus, forcing open ears? Have 
we listened to too many good records, or are there too little 
good records? THE POP SONG is a cultural achievement and 
ranks equaHy beside such interesting phenomena as the 
prehistoric mallet and the deposit bottle. Its five-minute 
aesthetics forces a compression of the material down to one 
point. The urge exhaustively to express ourselves within such 
an ultra-short limit drives us out of bed (almost) every day, 

although it is impossible (for us) to meet all deadlines. THE 
DIVISION between head and belly has been a long-time error, 
it is as tragic as the wide-spread cliches among intellectuals 
and plebeians who deny each other the capability of sensual 
perception. Whoever listens to what we are doing will notice 
that we are obstructions in the middle of all this. Maybe our 
music is a guerilla's perspective on the world. However - to play 
live gigs is for us one of the rare opportunities to err publicly. 
And to err is human. 

Am Istarb I unser Vorbild 

Trager der Ehrenspange 

Am I 1m Alter I um I starb unser Vorb,ld 

mit ihm verheren wlr 

Trager der Medaille 

PI6tzlich I im ALter I um I glng von uns mein I 

gehebter 

Treuer / herzensguter 

Ein kampferfUlltes ObHuary Notice 

Mit Ihm verlieren wir 

In stiller Trauer On I Died lOur ideal 

Bearer of the clasp of honour 

On I Aged I At died our ideal 
Trager der Medaille 

In him we loseAm I in I um I nach 
Bearer of the medalLanger schwerer 

Trager des Ordens / verlieren wir 

Trager des Ordens verstorben Suddenly I Aged I At departed us my beloved 

True I Good-hearted 

AflghtfulTrager des Ordens verlieren 
In him we lose 

In quiet mouming 

Bearer of the medal 

On lin I At I After 

Long serious 

Bearer of the order we lose 

Bearer of the order died 

Bearer of the order lose 
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Der Expander des Fortschritts: 
Uwe Baumgratner: speaking, singing, meddling, noise 
J6rg BeilfuB: drumming, keyboarding, noise 
Susanne Binas: saxophoning, keyboarding, breathing, singing 
Eckehard Binas: keyboarding, guitar-strumming, saxophoning 
Mario Persch: guitar-strumming, singing, noise 
Dirk Pflughaupt: being in on it 

Musiccontact: Lars Wunsche, 1134 Berlin, Achibaldweg 30, 
GDR ~ 4498205 (8:00 - 4:00) 

W~IR\INl~1R\ ~(Q)[Q)n~~ ~t~JL1J~IJIR\~~»: 
Cairo· Khan AI Kacki 

CAIRO offers to the listener an incredible amount of sounds, 
difficult to find in any other place. 14 million inhabitants, living 
in an area conceived for an estimated 3 million, effects an 
endless spilling over and a permanent breaking down. Each 
place is a crossing of numerous clashing sounds. A world of 
shortlived scales and intimate intervals. 

During my second stay in the city I recorded the most typical 
city sound sceneries of my choice with the intention of 
examining them when I had returned to Vienna. The work with 
this material offered me a more extensive access to the city of 
Cairo and its people. In the studio I added my own line on flute, 
bagpipe, "hackbrett", and a kind of Turkish cello to some of the 
pieces; others I left pure, as for example the one I played 
together with some Egyptians. 

At the beginning of "Khan AI Kacki" we hear an unchanged 
street-scene, recorded on a sony professional walkman from a 
6th floor hotel room at seven in the morning. To this I added a 
cymbal, an Austrian HACKBRETI equipped with paper, wood 
and metal, all materials that I picked up from the dusty streets 
of Cairo. later on another scene is added, of a koran recital from 
a loud-speaker inside a bus. Religion is an important matter in 
Egypt especially a kind of sufism. Its prayers are rhythmic 
breaths with wide twisting of the body. (The name of God, often 
reduced to the sound of "A", swings with the heart rhythm). 
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After the traffic some short glimpses into sufi events. To all 
of which recordings I have added, variously, flute, piccolo, 
bag-pipe, tampur and overtone singing. The whole piece in fact 
consists of several fragments from a 60 minutes cassette I 
published in "Zeitfelder Cassettes" , Vienna 1 01 0, Fleischmarkt 
16. 
Contact: Werner Kodytek, A-Vienna 1050, Viktor Christg. 9/17 
Austria 

~!Nl(Q;[p,j~&'~~ 1[fj]~ &'!Nl@lL,~ «I]JJ~&'»: 
Picasso 's Last Stand 

Stephen Oi Joseph: keyboards 
Michael Oi Matteo: electric bas 
Jim Meneses: drums, synclavier 

completed 1987 
From cassette release "Welcome Worlds - Music From 
Philadelphia" 
Contact: PO Box 11796 Philadelphia PA 19101 USA 
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~~[L[L @~[L© !ril ~~ « I]J) ~» : 
All Thumbs 
Bill Gilonis: m'biras (Zimbabwe), bass guitar (North America), 

hands & mouth (right here), tiny little baby sampler (Japan). 

Mick Hobbs: percussion (Old Kent Road & China) & engineer

ing. 

All done in December '87 at mumble-mumble studios pic. 

More information & organic wholemeal bread available: Bill 

Gilonis, c/o South London Bakers Coop, 629 Garrett Lane, 

London SWB. 
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[Q)~~©~~\f~~lL[lJ[lJ~© [gl~Il1l[gl~ ~@[gl~~~~» ~ 
as Monomakhos 
Dimosiypalliliko Retire are Danis Tragopoulos, Thanasis 
Chondros and Alexandra Katsiani. Formed in 1984; a trio that 
combines visual actions, installations, music and sounds. We 
started to record in 1986. From that time on we started to use 
words, mostly with political or social character. 

contact: 
Dimosiypalliliko Retire 
M.Vista 19 
Thessaloniki 54352 
Greece 

{ ., 

/ 

RURAL CLASS STRUGGLES IN 
AMBRIDGE by Fred Borage 
This sparkling production by Fred Borage rivals Nature 
herself in its accuracy. Surely Rural Class Struggles 
will rank beside Dante in its down to earth candour. 
This canvas is larger than the Universe, with characters 
greater than destiny. 

Surely Humanity has walked out of the Plato cave and 
into the sunlight to face a truth more true than ideal 
truth. 

A new book; a new kind of book. In the tradition of 
Swift, Blake and Joyce. 
Liberally illustrated. 146 pages, perfect bound, full 
colour cover. ISBN 0 946423 00 8 

Available directly from November Books, 
19·23 St Saviour's Road, London . SW2 UK. 

£4.50 plus postage. 

Inside sleep is a dream of an unquiet climate. The 
reason of the state which controls reason. The sea 
is in the blood, and water is the strongest 
substance. The sea like trees of sleep. The sheep 
that ate men made out of water. Made' in 
Birmingham or China, made in progress. 
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I!JUru: @lL%1M1Q)~ ~IM «IQ)IQ)~» : 
CUT 

The tape composition CUT was realised in Spring '88 in the 
Studio for Electroacoustic Music at the Academy of Art, Berlin, 
DDR. Technical realisation was made with the sensitive and 
creative cooperation of studio engineer Georg Morawietz. 

In CUT I used only sounds which exist 'in Nature', 
deliberately avoiding all synthetically generated sound, digital 
or analogue. My raw materials were sounds of Guitar, 
Harmonica, Aluminium Tubes, Human Voices, Breaking Glass, 
Door Slamming and Gunshots. These were stored on tape and 
then transformed using an SPX 90 II Multieffect Processor: 
transposed, chopped up, combined into 'chords' and new 
sound complexes. From the materials thus formed I selected a 
number of 'motifs' and stored them digitally as samples. These 
sounds were the basic building blocks of the piece. 

The piece was brought together in 2 parallel processes: 
First The structuring of the materials. For this I used a 12 tone 
row,t for each tone of which I substituted one of the sample 
'motifs ', thus forming, as it were, a 12-sound row - and a 
rhythmic structure consisting of the ratio : 5:3:2 (each tone being 
assigned a duration of 5,3 or 2 units; and the macro structure 
of the whole composition also ordered in multiples of 5, 3:2 
25, 15, 10, &c). These two organising principles determined in 
a general way the overall structure of the piece. To these was 
added a third : the sound rows were not followed through in an 
orthodox way, but broken up (CUT) , opening space for 
improvised insertions. 

Second The formation of the Micro-structure, as Midi 
Sequences (here a computer - Yamaha CX 5 M - triggered the 
'motif' sound-complex samples according to the rules imposed 
by the tone row and the result was recorded on the 16 track 
master tape, one track at a time) . In order to arrive at a 
Polyphonic structure of Midi-sequences - running parallel at 
different tempi - I positioned the 'motifs' asynchronically on 
separate tracks of the 16 track tape (the computer midi
triggered the 'motifs' according to the rules of the tone row, but, 
on each track at a different tempo - using slower metronome 
settings from track to track) . The 16 track tape was then mixed 
- following still the 5:3:2 ratios - and CUTs were made, 
sometimes according to the duration structure and sometimes 
by ear. Between the 2 sides of a CUT improvised sections were 
inserted, these built up from the sounds stored earlier and not 
used in the sound-row. These CUT sections were built up on 
the multitrack, mixed separately and then CUT in. 

Text by Lutz Glandien, parantheses and amplification the 
responsibility of CC. 

Lutz Glandien took piano lessons at age 8, played in dance 
music groups from 68 - 75 and from 77 - 83 worked as 
composer and pianist with the experimental song theatre group 
'SCHICHT' in Dresden. In 1979 he began to study composition 
formally, first with Prof. Wolfram Heicking and then in 
masterclass with Prof. Georg Katzer. He is currently working 
on Electroacoustic, Chamber, Orchestra, Theatre , Song and 
Radio (H6respiel) projects. 

Stop press: This work has just won the prize for the young 
composers section of the West Deutsche Rundfunk Composers 
Competition Forum. 

t see also Roger Sutherland, Serialism and After elsewhere in 
this issue. 
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facial recognition implementor 

D 

DRAK~ 

1I[)=(]~1M~~1M@ ~1L~@llJJ~ «llJJ~~~o 
Organism 
A few notes on recording Thinking Plague's "Organism" 
by Bob Drake 

Mike Johnson: guitars, junk, percussion 
Bob Drake: bass, drums, etc, violin, junk 
Susanne Lewis : voice 
Lawrence Haugseth : piano 
Mark Fuller: drums, etc, tabla, tinklik, dumbecs, junk 
Eric Jacobson: Synthesisers, samplers, dumbecs 

plus: 
Fred Frith : solo guitars (opening section) 
Recorded November 1987 
Mixed by Drake, Johnson and Lewis 
Engineer: Drake 

For this particular piece the bass, guitars, keyboards and voices 
were recorded in a fairly 'straightforward' way, either miking an 
amp or voice, or plugging directly into the console. The drum 
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track however was a rather large recording project in itself, 
maybe worth a few detailed words: we recorded a click track 
and then went to work with two complete drum kits, a defective 
drum machine, tinklik (an Indonesian instrument made of 
varying lengths of bamboo played like a marimba), marching 
drums, dumbecs, slot drums, tamborines, dozens of cymbals 
in assorted stages of decreptitude, tabla, metal grating, pipes, 
pots and pans, and whatever else might have been lying 
around. These might be recorded just as they were, or perhaps 
through a pitch shifter, fuzz box, miked 1/8" away or from 
across the room, or - our favourite - ridiculously compressed. 

At times, such as during the first 'drum break' in 7/4, Mike 
slowly increased the tape speed while Mark and I were 
performing one of the parts. The result is that some of the 
drums and cymbals sink in pitch, almost as though your record 
or tape is slowing down, though the tempo remains constant. 
Of course this required us to perform to a click track which 
slowly changed in tempo. 

The building in which we have done much of our work 
including these drum tracks was once a yoghurt factory. We 
had rented recording-rehearsal space there for years, then the 
yoghurt people moved out, leaving us as the only tenants of a 
big virtually abandoned factory full of fabulously reverberant 
rooms of diverse size and sound quality. There is also a metal 
stairway outside our room , and twice during this piece you will 
hear a large cardboard barrel filled with select bits of trash and 
metal objects collected from around the building dumped 
masterfully by Mike Johnston and Mark Fuller down this 
clangorous stairway as I cued them from our control room and 
ran the tape. 

Well, after a few weeks of this sort of playing around and vast 
quantities of track bouncing on our 8-track we had our 
percussion track ready for mixing. We divided the song into 
several sections and concentrated on mixing one section at a 
time so we could get just what we wanted for each part of the 
song. Once we had a version of each segment that we liked 
we edited them all together and we had our finished stereo 
drum track. This 1/4" half track tape was then transferred back 
to 2 tracks of the 8 track tape. About this time we had to give 
back our borrowed 8 track machine, so we went into a small 
recording studio to finish with the rest of the instruments, voices 
and mixing. 

Contact: 1630 Trenton St, Denver, CO.80220 USA 

Music: Mike Johnson. Words : Susanne Lewis. 
Mike created the primary chordal structures, after which each 
player created their part separately from each other, so that we 
knew little or nothing of the parts until the moment of recording . 
Fred Frith was in town to do a show with Hans Reichel and we 
asked him to come in and improvise something, which he did. 
There is another version of this piece on the upcoming Thinking 
Plague LP 'In this life' on Recommended, and yet another 
version on the soon-to-be CD. 

ORGANISM 

droplet held between glass 

for platelet high or low 

platelet high or low 

red white count 

count h ighways 

headlights backlights 

trailing into m y pulse 

and outside rushing 

all the movem ent 

a ll the movement inside us 

winding down 

a big artery 

and we wish 

on a star that 's died 

what's to realize 

with the naked eye 
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J~~INI IQ)~IRl(Q)[R.jj]~ «~~INI~IQ)~» : 
~ USA Intolerance, Italy Resistance, Ghana Hope 
: " All composed and arranged by Jean Derome as part of the '-;2~~~t: 
:~ soundtrack to "Paul Strand, under the dark cloth", a film by ;;;; 

;,' John Walker, Recorded September 1988 at the National Film 
".'.: Board of Canada by Louis Hone, 
~ 
• ~ Musicians: 

,'';;-' Rene Lussier: guitar and percussion 

,:' Karen Young: voice 

,: Bernard Buisson: piano ~ 
, Pierre Cartier: double bass 

1] Pascale Beaudry: baroque violin 
~, ,'' Allan Laforest: flute and baroque flute 
;.~ Bob Ellis: trombone and tuba 
::_,;:,' Jean Denis Lavasseur: clarinet and flute 

~,. Ivanhoe Jolicoeur: trumpet and flugelhorn 
:,,; Pierre Tanguay: percussions 
'.::::, Claude Maheu: english horn 

, Jean Derome: saxophone, flute, bass flute, percussions, piano 
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